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Workspace Technology in Partnership with Carillion
Amey Deploys New UK Energy Efficient Data Centre
for Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO).

The Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) investment in their
new energy efficient and scalable Micro Data Centre facility is
forecasted to save approximately £100,000 a year in energy costs.

As an integral part of the Ministry of Defence (MOD), the DIO
continues to lead the way in providing effective, coherent and
affordable infrastructure solutions by efficiently implementing their
‘Spend to Save’ program.

Through the successful investment in effective network critical
physical infrastructure (NCPI), the facility’s efficiency has almost
doubled. This has resulted in a significant reduction in carbon
emissions and overall power consumption within this next
generation, scalable, and adaptable network environment, which is
ready to support ever changing operational IT requirements.

Creating an effective workspace environment
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Client Situation

The DIO plays a vital role in supporting our armed forces by building,
maintaining and servicing all the critical infrastructure required to
support the MOD and its operations.

The DIO recognised that their legacy data centre was inefficient and
unsustainable for current use and future growth. As a result, they
initiated a systematic program to enable a streamlined mechanism
to deliver the project, modernise and improve the physical critical
infrastructure, reduce energy consumption and increase operational
efficiency including reducing the frequency of maintenance
schedules.

The pro-active and holistic approach DIO took in delivering this
project included designing diverse modular infrastructure that could
be replicated throughout the MOD property portfolio regardless of
location. This approach guarantees continuity and best of breed
specification resulting in a substantial reduction in the price to deliver
future similar projects as there would be no duplication of design
costs. Further cost saving initiatives instigated by DIO included the
use of specialist building materials reducing deployment time and
accelerating the project program whilst improving construction
safety.

The DIO Blueprint for new Data Centre Infrastructure combines the
requirements of the MOD ‘Spend to Save’ initiative and the
requirements of the Defence Sustainable Development (SD) Strategy
- a key requirement is to utilise new energy efficient technology that
reduces energy consumption, delivers operational excellence,
resilience and security, and enables maximum value for the tax payer
pound. 
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Benefits of the DIO Data Centre Blueprint

The DIO selected specialist data centre design and build contractor
Workspace Technology Ltd, working in partnership with Carillion
Amey, to provide them with the DIO’s Next Generation Data Centre
that will be used as the design blueprint for all forthcoming data
centre projects.

Key added value benefits of the DIO’s Bluep       rint for Data Centre
Infrastructure includes:-

� Standardised Model – Creation of a Core Standardised
Design to suit all environments

� Energy Efficient – Maximise IT Energy Efficiency by Producing a
Facility which Delivers Industry Leading Power Usage
Effectiveness (PUE) Levels

� Resilient – Redundancy and Resilience built to ensure system
availability

� Secure – Physical & Electronic Security Built in

� Adaptable, Scalable & Re-Deployable – To Allow the Facility to
Grow & Expand in line with IT Demands over its entire Lifetime

� Rapidly Deployable – Decreases the Time Taken to Deploy a
New Facility through the use of Modular Architecture

� Real-time & Remotely Manageable – Deliver a System which
Displays Real-time Facility Statistics and Grants Remote Access
to Cleared Operational Personnel

� Easily Maintainable – Ease of access to services combined
with the incorporation of Modular Hot Swappable Technology

� Greenhouse Gas Efficient – Maximise Carbon Emissions
Reduction through deployment of energy efficient infrastructure

� Cost Effective – Maximising Investment to Reduce OPEX and
CAPEX Costs and Provides accelerated ROI
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Design Overview

Workspace Technology delivered a diverse High Efficiency Next
Generation Data Centre for the Defence Infrastructure Organisation
(DIO). The project included construction of the room with secure
modular composite panel, electrical switchgear and distribution,
expansion of existing Schneider Electric / APC UPS Systems,
equipment racks, aisle containment, structured cabling and In-Row
cooling systems.  Workspace Technology’s Power Generation team
also deployed a new 400kVA generator set with custom built external
switchgear.  All installations were completed in line with current MOD
JSP standards.

‘Spend to Save’ Investment

Defence contractors are required to identify potential energy
reducing ‘spend-to-save’ opportunities and with the investment in
Next Generation Data Centre Infrastructure (NGDCI), the DIO lead
the way when it comes to reducing energy consumption while
increasing operational efficiency and maintaining exceptional levels
of service. 

Through the incorporation of specialist energy monitoring
technology, the latest in energy efficient devices, including UPS and
PDU systems, combined and operated by a real time Data Centre
Integrated Management (DCIM) platform, the DIO operates a data
centre that performs at an industry leading level of efficiency. 
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Efficiency & Power Usage Effectiveness Rating

Energy Efficiency is always of critical importance when designing
and building any data centre complex. The higher the level of energy
efficiency within a data centre results in lower quantities of
consumed power, thus minimising carbon emissions emitted into the
atmosphere, resulting in significant operational financial savings and
an increase in organisational ‘Green’ credentials.

How is Data Centre Efficiency Measured? 

Data centre efficiency is measured by the method of calculating how
effective power is utilized to operate and run the data centre
effectively. 

This calculation is achieved by dividing the Total Facility Power by
Power required to operate the IT Equipment.

PUE = Total Facility Power ÷ IT Equipment Power

The new DIO facility runs at an industry leading PUE level of
sub 1.25.

Compared with the previous legacy data centre’s PUE level of over
2.0, this signifies a huge increase in energy consumption efficiency
resulting in a vast decrease in the facility’s Operational Running Cost
Expenditure (OPEX).
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Workspace Technology’s ‘Total Carbon Commitment’

Workspace Technology’s ‘Total Carbon Commitment’ delivers a
unique holistic approach to data centre designs. By taking a much
broader view when engaging in the design process, Workspace
Technology ensures every aspect relating to the data centre
efficiency is explored and not just those that directly relate to the
data centre power and cooling.

The holistic approach encompasses:-

Measure Measurement is the key to unlocking our understanding
of energy consumption and energy utilisation. 

Reduce Reduction in demand through maximising ‘useful work’
per watt in turn reducing infrastructure overhead.

Design Deployment of ‘Best Practice’ Data Centre Design
reduces infrastructure overhead relative to the critical
load.

Renew Implementation of renewable energy sources lowers the
carbon content of the energy profile.

Recovery Heat recovery enables waste heat to be put to
productive use reducing downstream energy costs.
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Secure Pre-Engineered Design and Construction

The required level of security combined with rapid construction
deployment were crucial to the success of the project. Workspace
Technology selected a specialist ‘pre-engineered’ unique high
security composite system delivering robust levels of security;
protecting against attack, fire, water and temperature. This industry
leading UK manufactured product ensured full compliance creating
the ‘white space’ for the internal data centre fit out phase.

A computer grade raised access floor was installed to support
distribution of services and chilled water distribution.

Electrical Design & Installation

Workspace Technology’s in house Data Centre Solutions Division
designed and installed a complete end to end electrical installation
including generator set, Schneider Electric LV Switchgear, critical and
mechanical power distribution.

Modular Power Distribution In-Row Critical Power - Workspace
Technology deployed Schneider Electric / APC industry leading
Modular “In-Row” Scalable and efficient 3-phase Power Distribution.
APC’s In-Row Modular Power Distribution enables rapid expansion
or reconfiguration and power distribution management is simplified
by output metering, branch current/circuit monitoring and auto-
detection by the StruxureWare suite of management software. 

When demand rises and expansion becomes necessary it possible
to simply plug in new Power Distribution Modules. The factory-
assembled modules, which include circuit breaker, power cord, and
power connection, can be installed in mere minutes. 

Schneider Electric’s PM750 meters were deployed throughout
enabling power monitoring through the StruxureWare Power
Management Expert energy management software.
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Technical Infrastructure

As part of the installation Workspace Technology deployed Schneider
Electric / APC NetShelter SX multivendor equipment racks, intelligent
metered rack PDUs and Cat6A I/O rack to rack cabling links.

In-Row Cooling

Workspace Technology installed Schneider Electric’s latest generation high
efficiency chilled water based In-Row cooling technology. The latest
generation In-Row cooling systems support high efficiency coils which
deliver improved cooling duty at increased chiller water temperatures.
Combined with aisle containment systems, the In-Row cooling technology
delivers highly efficient cooling infrastructure.

The InRow Chilled Water product closely couples the cooling with the IT
heat load. This design prevents hot air recirculation, while improving cooling
predictability and allowing for a pay as you grow environment. The DIO
benefits from the modular design of the InRow Chilled Water products. The
intelligent controls of the InRow Chilled Water units actively adjust fan
speed and chilled water flow to match the IT heat load to maximize
efficiency and address the dynamic demands of the IT environment.

Workspace Technology also modified the existing chilled water
infrastructure adding an additional chiller and upgrading system pumps to
support increased flow rates. A local Chilled Water Distribution (CDU) unit
was also installed as part of the overall turnkey installation.
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Technical Challenges

Workspace Technology’s team worked closely with the architects to ensure steel
work was carefully aligned with rack aisles maximising floor space and
eliminating any potential restrictions within access aisles.

Project Team Success

A strict design review and agreement regime was implemented by Workspace
Technology to ensure that the delivery team were able to engineer absolute
levels of accuracy, which paid back many times over by ensuring first time
success. Also, by implementing risk analysis to every potential failure scenario
enabled the team to eliminate the loss of customer service through engineering
excellence and innovation. Input from our ex-military engineers ensured our full
compliance with the latest MOD JSP standards for all aspects of the design.

The project team left no stone unturned by implementing ‘what if’ analysis
strategy as part of the design phase, and by applying a ‘getting back to basics’
method, Workspace Technology ensured electrical and cooling design
principles were correctly applied with appropriate discrimination and safety
margins to deliver a robust data centre design.

Complete Integration & Support Services

Workspace Technology provided a complete wrap around 24/7 planned
preventative and emergency callout maintenance and optimisation support
package via its Engineering & Support Services Division. 

Andy Orton, Sales Director for Workspace Technology, commented
“Workspace Technology has and will continue to pro-actively employ ex British
military personnel. This skill set uniquely positions Workspace Technology with
an understanding of defence sector data centre and I.T Infrastructure
requirements differentiating us from our competitors. This project raises the bar
and ensures Workspace Technology continue with our expansion plans into the
UK defence sector”

Planned
Preventative
Maintenance

Emergency
Break Fit
Response

Data Centre
Optimisation
Services
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Approved ‘Endorser’ EU Code of
Conduct on Data Centre Efficiency

Workspace Technology’s ‘Commitment to help clients
reduce their carbon footprint through the deployment
of energy efficient technology and design’.

APC Elite Partner
Data Centre Certified

Corporate Partner of the
Data Centre Industry Association

Technology House, 5 Emmanuel Court, Reddicroft, 
Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands B72 1TJ.

Tel : 0121 354 4894 Fax: 0121 354 6447
email : sales@workspace-technology.com
www.workspace-technology.com
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About Workspace Technology

Workspace Technology welcomes this opportunity to connect with you as a valued
customer. We would like to share our vision and expertise through a partnership
approach. Our ability to deliver integrated, scalable, energy efficient solutions has made
us the preferred choice for many public sector and commercial businesses today.

Operating throughout the UK, Workspace Technology offers clients an enthusiastic and
refreshing approach, combined with teamwork that takes performance and service to
new levels of excellence.

Further details of Workspace Technology’s products and services can be found at
www.workspace-technology.com. 

Workspace Technology’s Data Centre Solutions division is dedicated
to delivering industry-leading service, support & optimisation for our
customers across the UK. By engaging with you and taking the time
to understand the business and performance related issues
Workspace Technology is able to effectively address the demands 
 of your business.
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